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An antique train station clock adds a bit of
unexpected whimsy to the foyer. Inset, wet
bar pantry countertops are done in zinc.

Déjà Vu

Déjà Vu
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n important component of an architect’s role is to offer a point of
view to his or her clients’ projects. When the owners of this New
Canaan home called Mark P. Finlay, AIA, about renovating their

newly acquired home, the architect’s point of view came with a unique twist. Having
lived in New Canaan during his teenage years, Finlay remembered the house not only
as ‘the big house on Canoe Hill,’ but also as the home of his friend. “We had great
parties and a lot of fun here,” says Finlay. Kismet? It seems so.
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RIGHT Living
room incorporates
several seating
areas tied together
by the room-sized
rug from Edward
Fields. French
doors lead to a
screened porch.

One challenge was that floor plans, room size,
“As it turns out, the renovation was also a fun
project for all involved,” says Finlay. “First, the decision-making process was easy, because the owners
had been through other home renovation projects, so
they knew what they liked and what they wanted. My
partner, Rob DeVore, our project manager, Michelle
Huot and I had the pleasure of working with great
contractors like the builders, Hobbs Inc., landscaper
Tim Paterson of Highland Design, and interior designer Shelley Morris. We all shared a vision for creating continuity of connections between the interior
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and exterior elements. I think it’s easy to see the success of the collaboration.”
The challenge, as with many early 1900’s homes,
was that floor plans, room sizes and functionality had
changed over time, so that the house of Finlay’s teenaged memories no longer held up to requirements of
a modern-day family’s lifestyle. When the client purchased the 7,500 square foot home, they loved the
country estate esthetic with its distant views of Long
Island Sound, but the home lacked a real kitchen and
family room. And that was just the beginning.

and functionality had changed over time
“We touched virtually every inch of this house,
inside and out,” says Finlay. “We added space, dramatically redeveloped floor plans and reconfigured
bedrooms, but whether it was the new addition or an
existing fireplace renovation, we made it look like it
had always been there.”
Today, the front of the main house looks much
as it always has. Replacing an old wing on the left is
a new addition, which houses the garages and recreation room above. The new mud room connects the
addition to the main house. A second addition off

the back presents the new kitchen and family room
with views of the spectacular property. Finlay used
a stepped-down design for the rooflines of the additions to keep their forms subservient to the main
house. Perfect proportion and continuity make them
appear as original to the home.
Outside, Finlay wrestled with the interplay between functionality and esthetics. Two victorious
examples are the home’s auto-court, which he downplayed by walling off the area. The other victory is
his artful disguise of the extensive mechanical equip-

ABOVE The
architects refaced
the fireplace, adding columns and
millwork.

OPPOSITE China
cabinet, original to
the house, showcases the owner’s
Majolica pottery.
Antique chandelier
is from Dawn Hill
Antiques.
LEFT Originally
a candle fixture,
the breakfast room
chandelier was
found by the client
in New Orleans.

ment needed to run the home, including an electrical
generator that can run the entire 11,000 square foot
home during power outages.
Creating effortless transitions between indoors
and outdoors was of prime consideration in the architects’ designs. They strove to create a multitude
of choices for looping in and out of the house in
order to maintain a logical and interesting flow with

no dead ends. To accomplish this, they added and
enlarged doors; and outside, designed multiple entertaining areas, strategically connecting them and
always providing easy access to re-entry points.
In terms of the home’s interior design, Finlay
remembers lots of patterned wallpaper. Interior designer Shelley Morris corroborates, having previewed
the home prior to beginning the renovation. This was
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RIGHT Relaxing family room
furnishings in soft
greens coordinate
with the outdoors
and keep the room
light and airy.
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Morris’s third design project with the owners. Having just completed their out-of-state residence, the
owners wished to incorporate into to this home the
furnishings from their existing New Canaan home.
Morris began by taking inventory, and then working
from the architect’s detailed plans, began designing.
“These clients have traditional taste,” Morris
says, “and they already owned many timeless, classic
pieces. The new house is a good deal larger, so the
challenge for me was taking what they had and adapting it into the new space. From there, I had to fill in
the blanks with new pieces.”
The client’s existing furnishings dictated the new
color palette. Morris believes in creating tranquil and
airy spaces, particularly when properties have great
windows and fantastic outdoor views. “For the walls,
I chose soft airy hues that balance the abundance of
natural light and showcase the landscape beyond.”

In concert with the architects’ vision for effortless flow, Morris designed each room’s color palette
so it would transition into the next, in order to enhance the visual connections throughout the redesigned floor plan. “Despite its size, this home has
beautiful proportion. The rooms are large but still
the architectural elements are comforting as opposed
to intimidating.”
The quaint entry sets the tone for the home’s casual, country estate feeling. Directly inside the front
door, Finlay pushed back the original stairs to provide
more “landing” room. The new stairs lead to the foyer,
where at the far end, expanded doors flood the area
with natural light and give visitors their first glimpse
directly out onto the back landscape. To the left, an
antique train station clock hangs above a long narrow
bench. On the opposite side of the foyer, the main
staircase rises towards the second floor, making its

ABOVE Kitchen,
hub of the family
area, is open on
one side, connecting it to the new
family room.

OPPOSITE
Hallway with
arched doorways
on second floor
connects master
bedroom wing
and children’s
bedroom wing.
ABOVE Second
floor landing
separates the two
bedroom wings,
and connects
stairway to third
floor. Master bedroom was reconfigured to include
a sitting room and
master bath.

turn over the entry and beyond to the bedroom level.
It finishes its journey on the third floor, where the
exercise room and guest bedrooms are tucked.
To the right of the foyer is the formal living
room. Still in its original size and shape, Morris furnished it to create three conversation areas, unified
by the near room-sized custom rug. The rug is from
Edward Fields, as are most of the rugs chosen for
the home. Perhaps a bit less traditional than the rest
of the room, the rug’s atypical, softly hued, Asian-

inspired pattern adds a quiet warmth to the expansive
space. The other non-traditional accent is the contemporary style Carole Gratale coffee table that is
part of the fireplace grouping. French doors lead out
to the screened porch, where choice seating gives way
to views of the side and back yards.
In the dining room, Morris topped the client’s existing dining table with a newly-acquired crystal chandelier, from Dawn Hill Antiques, in New Preston. In
the corner, the china cupboard, original to the home,
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LEFT The master
bath includes a
sumptuous soaking tub with lovely
landscape views.
FAR LEFT
Antique furniture
and bed alcove in
a guest bedroom
reflect 1900s
charm. In wife’s
closet dressing
area, a custom
storage and display system.
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Exterior photography: Larry Lambrecht

RIGHT Looking
much the way it
always has, front
of main house with
new wing housing
garages. Below,
easy access from
the family room to
outdoor patio and
pool area.

LEFT Above
the garage is the
family game room.
Off the living
room, accessed
by French doors,
is the screened
porch.

now hosts the owner’s collection of Majolica pottery.
Connecting the dining room to the kitchen is
the butler’s pantry, outfitted with zinc countertops.
The pantry’s door to the outside, just steps from the
grill, increases functionality. At the owners’ request,
the kitchen was designed to be the center of family activity. For sociable meal preparation, there is counter
seating. For more leisurely meal times, the breakfast
room offers seating in comfortably inviting woven
chairs. The kitchen is open on one side, connecting it
to the new family room, a plan that was designed to
consider the family’s current and future needs.
Again, there is easy access from the family room
to the outdoor patio and fireplace, and to the pool
just beyond. Here Morris selected new sofas and
chairs, working with tones and textures instead of
patterns. She added semi-transparent window treat-

ments to maintain connection to the outdoors. A
departure from traditional style, she chose a contemporary stone-topped coffee table, durable enough for
family use.
On the second floor, the architects reconfigured
the master bedroom and renovated the face of the
existing fireplace there. They incorporated a private
sitting room and elegant master bath, including a
window-framed tub with tranquil views.
The children’s bedrooms occupy the adjacent
wing. They have easy access to the back staircase,
which leads up to the third floor exercise room and
guest bedrooms, and down into the mud room. n
Tanya Detrik is a writer, aka All Write Resources, and partner
in Creative Relief, a marketing communications company. She
can be reached at (203) 881-9008 or tanya@crelief.com.
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